
My greatest experience as a full-stack developer is “clubKnot” project (clubknot.tk). This service offers all musical events in one 
place, without need to crawl around many sites to find them.

InIn tech - is microservice-based NodeJS app runing on top of Docker containers. Backend can automatically collect data from 
various protocols (now supported http/https and local files), then filter, morph and combine these data in one structured database. 

So you can write with ease plugin for any protocol (ftp/sftp, ssh and even CAN or similar), then add little snippet of code (in separate 

file) to gather only data that you need from concrete resource and start scheduled data aggregation. So in fact you can use this 

project to create some IoT infrastructure. To serve front-end I use NGINX.
ItIt works on top of Docker containers so it can be launched on any OS and scale under load. Whole codebase is divided into smaller 

nodejs modules that making code support easier and development faster (if you want I can send you code samples from this 

project).

Participated in «Intel® RealSense™ App Challenge» during which I made JavaScript based Intel Realsense Framework that makes 
developing with this technologies easier for Web developers.

RoboticsRobotics is my hobby, and i really like it - I am multiple-winner of “Fellowship for achievements in scientific research” also raised 
funding for scientific projects from  big companies (Intel, Microsoft, HP). During my scientific work I wrote 6 publications (including 
Scopus and Web of Science) and got 8 software patents related to different robotics, embedded and expert systems areas.

Some other achievements
#Photoshop  #Illustrator  #InDesign  #Prototyping
#UX  #UI  #Polygraphy  #Drawing  #SketchUP  

“Hi, I'm Denis Khvostov - full-stack developer 
with leadership abilities from 
Saint-Peretsburg. Currently, I'm CTO of 
“RoboEd” company (http://roboed.ru/).

I make software that do work instead of me, 
sketching and traveling around the world”

Denis Khvostov
CTO/Full-stack/PhD/Perfectionist

3+ years experience as Full-stack developer. Besides native 
JS worked with libraries and frameworks such as jQuery, 

Modernizr, React, Angular e.t.c. Know essense of REST, API 
architecture principles, modular JS,  MVC/MV*, 
asynchronous programming and AJAX and other high order 

abstractions and programming patterns. Familiar with ES6. 
On backend experienced in Node.js, NoSQL (Neo4j, 
MoMongoDB), PostgreSQL, Redis, RabbitMQ, NGINX and many 
others. Can Dockerize everything. Know and use 
best-practices. Microservice architecture and 

microframeworks fan.

Worked with Microsoft Azure (like AWS but from Microsoft).

Can write W3C Validated HTML5, know latest news about 
CSS3. Played with SASS & LESS & PostCSS. Also experienced 

with libraries such Polymer, Bootstrap and Skeleton e.t.c.

Love terminal and bash scripts alot. I even have a master’s 

degree in automation :) Worked with Gulp and Grunt. Can 
write bash scripts, worked with Git, Yeoman/Bower and 
Docker.

Lead/Senior Developer
#Architecture  #Javascript  #NodeJS  #Docker  #Redis
#MongoDB  #Gulp  #NPM  #Git  #Bash  #HTML  #CSS

2+ years experience as CTO/Co-founder at RoboEd (Robotics 
Education) start-up company (http://roboed.ru). Work a lot 

with a team and tasks distribution  among them by following 

the principles of lean development and using Kanban task 
boards. Taught a team to new technologies. Deadline fighter.

II'm never punish teammates, because I think that harsh 

methods does not work. Because team must be like a family 

to you.

Industrious, can work really hard when time is come (ex. 

next funding stage, first launch, maintance of important 

clients) but know how to relax and know when it’s time to 

give team a rest.

ExperieExperienced with Photoshop. Apps wireframing and 
prototyping. Developed onboarding process, worked with 
users to polish UX. Can analyse user’s behavior and remove 
bottlenecks in usability.

Developed logotypes and brand books for company. Worked 
alot with branded printed media - posters, journals, flyers, 
books, wear.

CTO/Co-founder
#LEAN  #Agile  #Innovation  #Prototyping  #UX  #UI

#Strategy  #Leadership  #Responsibility  

skype:  talionar8           email:  talionar@yandex.ru            social:  vk.com/talionar           mobile: +7 (981) 760 62 61


